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Seed Keepers

Virginia Lafond, 
  Editor 

virginialafond@gmail.com

Whenever	I	finish	my	newest	icon,	i.e,	edi5ng	my	latest	issue	of	The	Seed	Keepers	(TSK),	of	course	I	render	
thanks.	I	also	sit	in	awesome	wonder	at	the	excellent	contribu5ons	that	have	come	onto	my	desk.	About	this	
edi5on,	there	is	no	excep5on	to	my	sen5ments.		

You	have	before	you	a	lovely	tribute	to	Marion	Dewar,	contributed	by	my	faithful	companion	on	the	TSK	
Publica5on	Team	Jocelyn	Rait.	There	are	also	more	of	your	stories.	Bishop	Jane	Kryzanowski	reflects	on	her	
episcopal	ordina5on.	In	hers,	Cecily	Mills	gives	us	a	powerful	message	on	‘Learning	to	say	No’,	and	amongst	
other	things,	points	out	that	she	is	reading	with	admira5on	Chris5ne	Gervais’	Beyond the Altar: Women 
Religious, Patriarchal Power, and the Church.	Nel	Zarins	carefully	(and,	IMHO,	blessedly	entertainingly)	
describes	her	way	of	being	a	“Female	Pew	Catholic”.	As	well,	Maria	Angelika	Fromm	responded	to	my	
solicita5on	of	‘Her Calling to the Deaconate as Priestly Ministry’. 

You’ll	also	find	my	review	of	Chan@ng	the	Feminine	Down:	A	Psychological,	Religious,	and	Historical	Novel	by	
James	C.	McCullagh.	If I may be so bold, I want to say that as well as reading my review of Chan@ng,	I	do	
hope	some	of	you	will	read	it.	Not	to	press	my	point	too	much	but,	when	I	was	reading	it	for	review,	I	thought	
of	many	of	you	who	would	be	much	beWer	equipped	to	both	read	it	and	review	it.	If	you	do	read	it,	please	let	
us	know	what	you	think.		

Mary	Ellen	Chown	has	submiWed	an	invita5on	for	CNWE	members	to	the	upcoming	Parliament	of	the	
World’s	Religions,	taking	place	in	Toronto	from	November	1-7,	2018.	We	can	go	for	the	whole	week	or	one	
day.	On	Monday	Nov.	5th,	CNWE	will	be	presen5ng	two	session.	Note	that	there’s	a	Discount	Code	for	CNWE	
members.	

You’ll	also	find	a	detail	or	two	about	the	2019	CNWE	CONFERENCE	and	more.		

Let’s	all	give	thanks	to	our	contributors.	Please	keep	whatever	you	have	to	say	coming.		
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Jocelyn Rait:  

Remembering Marion …

Almost exactly ten years ago, Marion Dewar went to TIFF, hit her head when she fell on some stone steps, 
and died several days later at the age of 80. Her husband, Ken, had died a few years previously, and that 
day, 15 September, 2008, would have been their 57th wedding anniversary. Her funeral was held at St 
Basil's Church in Ottawa, her home church of which she was a founding member and had attended for over 
forty years. As a former Mayor of Ottawa, as well as President of the NDP, and a Member of the Order of 
Canada, Marion was a well-known public figure, but she was also known as a champion of the poor, the 
elderly, and refugees. And she was a member of CNWE, so although I only knew her slightly I went to her 
funeral to thank her for her support of women's rights. The church was already full half an hour before the 
start of the service, so I found a seat downstairs in the hall where two large screens had been set up, and 
was lucky enough to run into an old friend from Perth who had known Marion and Ken Dewar for many 
years; her sister had also lived with them for a year while she was studying in Ottawa. My friend was able to 
tell me who all the family members were, including several of Marion's fourteen grandchildren who took part 
in the service, lighting candles, reciting a poem and the oldest, Maeghan, giving a moving eulogy. 

Maeghan talked about how her grandmother would travel all over to watch her grandchildren's soccer and 
hockey games and dance recitals, and how she treated them all equally, whether they were blood relatives 
or not. She was a strong feminist role model for them, and she baked banana cakes and sang out of tune. 
Every summer there was time spent at the cottage at Lac Clair, with lengthy debates at the dinner table, 
nightly prayers for those suffering from the injustices of the world, and staying up until 3 a.m. Maeghan said 
"I shall miss most talking with her, but I have inherited her rebellious spirit, her singing voice and her love of 
scotch"!  

Marion's son, Paul, an NDP MP in Ottawa for many years, said Marion "was a spirit within a song". She 
challenged people to care, did not suffer fools but did not judge people either. She got people thinking and 
talking by challenging the conventional, the comfortable, the complacent. She worked for the real equality of 
women and taught that social justice is required for peace to prevail. Her great triumph was Project 4000 
which brought Vietnamese, Cambodian and Laotian refugees to Ottawa, and at the time of her death she 
was working on a report on how to improve homecare. It was always about people and she believed that if 
they were given the opportunity, the good would come out. 

Many other accolades were awarded to Marion that day and I am sure the whole congregation left the 
church feeling inspired by her example. As a neighbour of hers said, "If we all lived our lives as Marion did, 
what a wonderful world it would be." Marion is remembered in Ottawa at the Marion Dewar Plaza outside 
City Hall, where diverse cultural events are held, and by the Marion Dewar Scholarship Fund, which 
provides tuition funds for the post-secondary education of refugee and immigrant high school students. She 
will also never be forgotten by the thousands of people whose lives she helped to improve and by all who 
knew and loved her. 

Please pray for Paul, who is working on a project called "Youth Action Now" but is also suffering from a 
brain tumour. 
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 Jocelyn Rait is a member of Ottawa CNWE. 2



OUR STORIES:  

Jane Kryzanowski, RCWP, reflects on 

 Her Episcopal Ordination

The first Episcopal ordination of a Roman Catholic 
Woman Priest on Canadian soil took place in 
Calgary on July 21, 2018, the eve of the Feast of 
Mary of Magdala, when I was ordained bishop for 
Roman Catholic Women Priests Canada to 
succeed Marie Bouclin who retired. Marie was 
ordained in Assimwald, Germany in 2011.  

In the days prior to the ordination, priests and 
associates of the RCWP Canada community 
gathered at the University of Calgary for a time of 
prayer and reflection on our mission and ministry.  
We prepared for the retreat by reading the book 
The Great Spiritual Migration by Brian McLaren 
which addresses three aspects of the ongoing 
journey of the People of God.  First, a return to the 
law of love as a guide for life. Second, a move 
from atonement theology to Eucharistic theology.  
Third, a move toward inclusiveness and unity.  We 
examined the trajectory of our migration as “a new 
model of ordained ministry in a renewed Roman 
Catholic Church.”  Sharing our stories of call and 
commitment, we built on who and where we are, 
and from that, challenged ourselves to ponder 
more deeply where we are going and how our 
movement is a catalyst for constructive change. 

As the conclusion of the retreat, the ordination 
liturgy embodied the vision of a renewed church in 
prayer and service.  More than 100 guests from 
across Canada gathered at St. David's United 
Church for the occasion.  Guests were greeted by 
my children, their spouses and my grandchildren, 
and presented with a red ribbon stole.  This was to 
be a liturgy in which all were full participants, 
including the laying on of hands and the prayer of 
consecration of the bishop.  Marie Bouclin, as 
presiding bishop, was joined by three bishops 
from RCWP-USA: Joan Houk, Nancy Meyers and 
Jane Via, and Michele Birch-Conery, ARCWP.  
Members of RCWP Canada, both priests and 
associates, were involved in key roles, as were 
many representatives of their communities. 

The Scriptures selected for the ordination spoke of 
the important role of women to speak to the 
church today.  Notably, I chose a passage from 
the Gospel of Mary, one that is not part of the 
canon of scripture.  Together with readings from 

Proverbs, Chapter 3, 
and from Chapter 2 
of Philippians we 
heard the message: 
“Mary stood up. She 
greeted the disciples, 
and then invited them 
[and us] to be 
audacious leaders, 
filled with the Spirit 
and united in our 
convictions and 
united in our love with 
a common purpose 
and a common mind, 
that of Jesus, the 
Christ.”  

In her homily, Bishop 
Marie expanded on 
this theme with a 
reflection on how our Roman Catholic Women 
Priests international movement is at its very core, 
a commitment to adopt the mind of Christ, leading 
the People of God in the present wilderness and 
giving hope and courage to move forward toward 
the promise of unity in Christ. We walk with our 
communities; our leadership must be collegial, 
accountable and prophetic if we are to be the 
change we seek.   

In the Rite of Ordination, I was presented to the 
bishops by a member of our RCWP Canada 
community explaining why I will be a good 
pastoral leader based on my involvement in issues 
of justice and my commitment to RCWP Canada.  
The bishops then questioned me on my readiness 
and willingness to be a servant leader with the 
People of God.  This was followed by the Litany of 
Saints invoking holy men and women, friends and 
prophets, to pray with us at the sacred moment of 
consecration.  Led by Bishop Marie in the central 
action of ordination, everyone was invited to come 
forward in silence and lay on hands.  From infant 
to elderly, blessings rained upon me.   

Two of my godchildren held the book of the 
Gospels over my head during the prayer of 
consecration.  This was a profoundly moving 
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moment.  I had made other arrangements for this; 
however, the people I had asked were unexpectedly 
unable to be there.  These two young people, whom 
I did not know would be there, came – God's gift of 
affirmation to me. They stood with me in my 
Ordination as I did years ago with them at their 
Baptism. 

The oil of Chrism was poured on my head and I was 
presented with the symbols of office: the book of the 
Gospels, the bishop's ring, the servant cross and the 
shepherd staff.  Then I was presented to the 
assembly and the country as the new bishop for 
RCWP Canada. 

The Liturgy of Eucharist unfolded with deep 
awareness of the gifts being offered to the church 
through the ordination of women as we led the 
prayer of the people, interceding that we become 
more of what we already are, the Body of Christ.   

At the end of the Liturgy and again at the dinner in 
the evening, I spoke of my call to priesthood and of 
this day, and conveyed the message that it is in the 
silence of the depths of our souls that we come to 
know who we truly are and are called to be; not to be 
what others would have us be, even when that is 
contrary to prevailing norms.  This is part of my 
message: 

“Hildegard of Bingen once said, 'We cannot 
live in a world that is not our own, in a world 

that is interpreted for us by others.  [This]... is 
not a home.'  For too long, our religious world 
has been interpreted for us by others.  
Especially as women in the Church, we have 
been told by men who we are and what role 
we can play – and not play.  And, to a large 
part, we have accepted that over the years.   

“Hildegard's voice resounds for us, 
encouraging us 'to take back our own 
listening, to use our own voice, to see our 
own light.'  And so, together, we (RCWP 
Canada members and communities) are.  We 
are moving from calcified ritual to 
contemporary faith expression; from 
authoritarian leadership to collegiality; and 
from living by archaic rules and regulations to 
living by love.  We do not know where 
following the God who Calls will take us, but 
we do know that by attentive listening to the 
voice within and daring to say 'Yes' we are 
following the One who is Light – the Light of 
the World.” 

For more information on the ordination, I invite you to 
visit our RCWP Canada website: http://
rcwpcanada.x10.mx/docs/
JaneKryzanowskiBishopOrdination.html 

Jane Kryzanowski lives in Regina, SK. She is a 
founding member of CNWE Western Canada Region.

Here you have The Seed Keepers — 
power in your hands.  

Please be generous and consider those 
who would benefit from knowing about 
us, about what we think about, how we 
act, what the CNWE mission and vision 
are.  

Now, do find that ‘forward’ arrow, and 
press send.  

Thanks! 

http://rcwpcanada.x10.mx/docs/JaneKryzanows
http://rcwpcanada.x10.mx/docs/JaneKryzanows
http://rcwpcanada.x10.mx/docs/JaneKryzanows
http://rcwpcanada.x10.mx/docs/JaneKryzanows
http://rcwpcanada.x10.mx/docs/JaneKryzanows
http://rcwpcanada.x10.mx/docs/JaneKryzanows


            

  

OUR STORIES  

Cecily Mills reflects … 

 Learning to say “No”  

The academic year 1987-88, my husband had a 
sabbatical in Seattle.  He insisted I find a job! 
Instead, I found a university program in which 
participants took courses together, were 
generally older, and could complete the program 
in a 12-month period. My expectations were met 
and my life changed. 

The Institute of Theological Studies (ITS) at 
Seattle University offered a one-year Master of 
Pastoral Ministry program. Most of the students 
were women. Classes always involved small 
group discussions. Each quarter finished with a 
full day retreat. Participation in all aspects of the 
program was essential both for staff and 
students.  

During the course of the year, the US bishops 
published a letter on women. Most of it had to do 
with contraception and behavior expected of 
women. It was outrageous! It was very much in 
line with the second reading on Sunday August 
26, 2018 (Ephesians 4: 32 – 5.1-2, 21 – 23). 
We, women, decided we were not subject to our 
husbands, nor were we subject to the Church!  
At the time, in Seattle, two women, who had 
completed a doctorate in Divinity at Seattle 
University, were each in charge of a parish. They 
did all, except the consecration. Why were they 
not ordained?   

The ITS program included a hands-on course in 
pastoral counseling and recommended seeing a 
counselor. I saw a woman who greatly helped 
me over the year. The following 4-month 
summer, my husband returned to Seattle and I 
took more courses to avoid having to write a 
thesis. 

In 1989 – 1990, I took the first year of pastoral 
counseling at the Royal Alex in Edmonton. I 

loved it. So when my husband suddenly 
resigned as professor at U of A and announced 
his plan to move to the house he had built on the 
isolated west side of lake Okanagan, I asked 
that we stay in Edmonton for two more years so 
I could complete the pastoral counseling course. 
He absolutely refused, calling my plan the “most 
stupid thing he’d ever heard.”  I had to leave 
him. 

After spending 18 months as a volunteer at 
Providence Hospitality House in Seattle, I went 
on a Witness for Peace delegation to Chiapas 
and Guatemala.  I decided I wanted to volunteer 
with WFP. I was accepted and spent three 
wonderful years leading delegations and 
connecting with Nicaraguans. 

Then I joined Edwina Gateley’s Volunteer 
Missionary Movement and spent three years 
teaching in Guatemala. She’s inspiring and so is 
CNWE!  I really needed an organization such as 
the CNWE!  I was at the meeting in Toronto with 
Edwina Gateley and at quite a few others across 
Canada over the years.   

I am now reading Beyond the Altar: Women 
Religious, Patriarchal Power, and the Church 
by CNWE’s Christine Gervais. I am so 
impressed by these courageous women.  It so 
happened on Sunday August 26 – yes, the one 
with that second reading - that eight sisters of 
Holy Cross were celebrating their anniversaries 
of vows from 50 to 80 years of religious life, over 
600 years in all!  Women are needed in the 
Church and they are needed on an equal 
footing! 

Cecily Mills is a long time CNWE member. 
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Kornelia Zarins shares:  

 Musings from a  

  Female Pew Catholic 

I am a female pew Catholic.  I am expected to pray, 
pay, obey and keep my mouth shut.  I pray – a lot. I 
attend Sunday Masses at my local parish church, put 
my numbered envelopes in the collection baskets 
wielded by  ushers at Offertory time and for the 
frequent second collection after Communion. This 
puts me in the “registered parishioner in good 
standing” category. 

Obeying is a different thing.  My conscience 
does not allow me to heed outdated tenets, views 
and practices  imposed by the Magisterium in Rome 
– or by local potentates, including the whimsies of 
pastors on power trips. 

Keeping quiet about what I think and feel is 
also difficult for the likes of me who were empowered 
by Vatican II to be full fledged 
members of the Priesthood of the 
Faithful. The council freed me from 
the cage of black and white rote 
learned must-dos. My soul spread its 
wings and soared higher and higher. I 
thirsted  to learn more about my faith 
and the faith of others. I took courses 
in Theology and Scripture. I attended 
multi-faith prayer services. I joined the 
Council for Christians and Jews and 
the Canadian Coalition of Concerned 
Catholics. I gobbled up the works of 
progressive theological minds. I felt 
the awesome presence of the Creator 
in all of  creation. I pledged total 
service to Jesus in serving others and 
asked the Spirit of Wisdom to guide me. 

Unfortunately the windows opened by Pope 
John XXIII  were soon slammed shut by elements 
obsessed with restoring power and control. Patri-
archy resumed supremacy and its decrees were not 
to be challenged. Period. So where did that leave 
me? To paraphrase the psalmist: 

By the dried up river of living water 
I grieve and weep 
When I remember 

Vatican II 

 I attend the Sunday Masses because of the 
Eucharist. I need the Bread of Life and the Cup of 
Salvation to nourish my soul.  Actually I don’t even 
remember when the Cup of Salvation last touched 
my lips in my local parish church, but the Bread of 
Life does get doled out at Communion time. We 
dutifully walk up the centre aisle pew by pew as 
directed by the ushers. 

 I have problems with the outdated Canon that 
begins with the acknowledgment of a patriarchal 
Trinity and continues to praise a God who is 
somewhere on high, a God of power and might.  I 
am bothered by the long Act of Contrition that 
includes pleading for forgiveness for sins I have no 
idea of – the sins of omission — through my fault, my 
fault, my most grievous fault. A celebration should 

not start with an abject guilt trip. I 
know I am a sinner. I also know 
that I am created in the image of 
God, that is,   as God’s reflection. 
Even a muddy puddle can reflect a 
star. 

 I have a problem with readings 
that are out of context, incoherent 
bits and pieces of the Old and New 
Testament. I get turned off by 
sermons where I am being 
preached at, preached down to or 
made to listen to regurgitations of 
old stuff or reinforcements of 
archaic views. I can’t handle 
Creeds rooted in the fourth century 

assumption of a three tiered universe – heaven 
above, hell below and earth stuck between them. 

 So how do I cope?  With silence. I cannot 
pronounce what I do not believe in. I say my own 
prayers in the depth of my heart as personal 
substitutes for the Canonical ones.  I am not going to 
quit the faith in which I was baptized. There are still 
glowing embers under the ashes of Vatican II and its 
spirit will rise up again, phoenix like, by the grace of 
the Creator, the Redeemer and the Sanctifier. Amen. 

Kornelia Zarins is a member of Toronto CNWE.

My conscience does 
not allow me to 
heed outdated 
tenets, views and 
practices  imposed 
by the Magisterium 
in Rome . . .



Ever	since	I	can	remember,	the	path	of	my	life	has	been	
determined	by	belief	in	a	loving	God	who	protects	me,	but	
who	also	calls	me	to	live	responsibly,	to	love	my	
neighbour,	and	to	pass	on	my	faith	just	as	Jesus	of	
Nazareth	has	shown	and	taught	us.	

The	many	disrup5ons	in	my	life,	and	
strikes	against	my	faith,	such	as	having	
to	flee,	lack	of	money,	being	excluded	as	
a	Catholic	and	as	a	woman	(in	the	
Church	and	at	a	certain	5me	also	in	
society),	suffering	violence,	the	
experience	of	being	a	priest’s	wife,	of	
divorce,	of	being	a	single	mother	and	of	
having	a	chronic	illness	–	all	these	I	
accepted	as	authen5c	ordeals.	Due	to	
these	experiences	I	also	became	more	
open	and	sympathe5c	towards	the	
afflic5ons	of	others,	and	it	is	also	due	to	them	that	I	am	
able	to	supervise	the	spiritual	lives	of	many	people.	My	
original	wish,	ager	my	studies	of	theology	at	the	
beginning	of	the	1970s,	was	to	work	in	a	congrega5on	and	
perhaps	to	be	ordained,	but	this	has	not	proved	possible.	
At	that	5me,	just	ager	the	Second	Va5can	Council,	many	
of	us	dreamed	of	a	contemporary,	modern	church,	but	
even	figy	years	later	this	has	not	happened.	

In	spite	of	the	intense	theological/feminist	research	work	
and	the	disproving	of	all	arguments	against	women’s	
ordina5on	that	have	been	achieved,	the	Church	hierarchy	
s5ll	rejects	“good	and	talented	women”;	this	is	a	sinful	
waste	of	female	callings	and	charisms.	Since	the	5me	of	
my	studies	I	have	been	drawn	to	the	type	of	Jesus-
community	where	originally	men	and	women	pronounced	
and	lived	their	faith	equally.	However,	by	adop5ng	the	
exis5ng	patriarchal	environment	of	the	5me,	the	Church	
has	con5nued	the	oppression	of	women	and	has	
cemented	it	over	the	centuries	with	theological	
arguments	hos5le	to	female	sexuality.	For	a	long	5me	I	
have	been	aware	that	as	women	we	need	to	defend	
ourselves.	As	theological	arguments	seem	to	be	of	no	use	
we	need	to	demonstrate,	just	as	many	women	have	done,	
to	show	the	truth.	That	is	why	I	ini5ated	the	“Lila	Stola	
Ak@on”	(“Purple	Stole	Ac@on”)	in	Germany,	an	ac5on	that	

has	since	spread	worldwide.	I	also	completed	the	training	
required	to	be	a	deaconess.	The	deaconate	is	especially	
important	to	me	because	it	represents	the	original	human	
service	–	in	biblical	5mes	it	was	unques5onably	
performed	by	women	as	well	as	men,	and	over	the	

centuries	it	has	been	prac5sed	by	
women	as	service	and	love	to	one’s	
neighbour.	Consequently	I	wish	to	
connect	to	this	tradi5on,	and	not	to	a	
clerical	power-priesthood.	I	think	that	
in	these	5mes	of	dispute	today	we	
need	a	new,	equitable	priestly	
deaconate	that	is	a	ministry	of	men	and	
women	oriented	towards	human	
beings,	in	order	to	find	healing	and	
build	bridges,	and	to	further	inter-faith	
dialogue.	

Only	by	radical	renewal	can	the	Church	become	a	much-
needed	example	of	peace	and	jus5ce.	Pope	Francis	tries	to	
live	this,	and,	with	all	my	limita5ons,	so	do	I,	both	with	
religious	devo5on	(ager	all	my	surname,	“Fromm”,	means	
“religious”),	but	also	with	honest	cri5cism.	
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Maria Angelika Fromm  
     reflects on 
 Her Calling to the Deaconate as Priestly Ministry

“[T]he church 
hierarchy still rejects 
“good and talented 
women”; this is a 
sinful waste of female 
callings and charisms.” 

Angelika Fromm lives in Mainz, Germany, and 
is a member of Women’s Ordination 
Worldwide. This summer she showed her 
beautiful and historic city to several CNWE 
members, including Jocelyn Rait. She and 
Jocelyn are pictured here — at Constantine’s 
foot.
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Virginia Lafond reviews 

 Chanting the Feminine Down

Chan@ng	the	Feminine	Down:	A	Psychological,					
Religious,	and	Historical	Novel.		
James	C.	McCullagh	with	Roy	McCullagh.	
2017	
Printed	by	CreateSpace,	An	Amazon.com	Company	

When	one	is	presented	with	Chan@ng	the	Feminine	
Down:	A	Psychological,	Religious,	and	Historical	Novel,	
one	is	given	a	tome	requiring	that	Google	be	close	at	
hand	–	unless	one	has	a	mind	well	stored	with	facts	
about	church	councils	(par5cularly	Trent),	popes,	
Mar5n	Luther’s	theses,	poetry	(including	Rilke),	art	
(early	and	late	Renaissance),	dream	psychology	
(Jungian,	that	is),	and	Chris5an	feminism	(but	not	John	
Paul	II’s	feminine	genius	type).	In	short,	as	some	would	
say,	no	poolside	book	is	this.	

James	C.	McCullagh	has	wriWen	a	book	which	began	
“as	a	dream,	a	poem,	and	a	prayer”	as	he	explains	in	
the	agerword	(to	be	read	first	if	you	desire	some	
assistance	naviga5ng	through	Chan@ng).	He	has	
structured	it	imagina5vely	in	order	to	make	several	
crucial	points	about,	for	example,	how	the	Council	of	
Trent	avoided	the	maWers	of	Mar5n	Luther’s	theses	
and	the	place	of	women	in	Catholicism.	His	
protagonist,	ColleWe,	is	a	graduate	student	on	a	full	
scholarship	with	an	academic	load	of	religion,	
literature	and	psychology.	Her	thesis	is	about	“the	
influence	of	the	Council	of	Trent	on	the	feminine	in	the	
Catholic	Church.”	She	aWends	tutorials	animated	in	
lively	manner	by	Professor	Gleason	who	ogen	enough	
comes	dressed	in	costume	for	these	occasions.	His	
objec5ons	to	ColeWe’s	way	of	studying	the	Council	of	
Trent	–	by	reading	extant	literature	wriWen	before	and	
around	the	5me	of	Trent	‘in	order	to	gain	perspec5ve’	
–	rather	than	on	Trent	itself,	are	made	clear.	Her	thesis	
advisor,	Professor	Merkel,	is	found	to	be	helpful	to	her	
as	he	‘slipped	in	and	out	of	doctrine,	as	if	changing	his	
skin	….	His	romp	through	the	Italian	Renaissance	
seemed	like	a	high-wire	act	….”	Early	in	the	book,	the	
reader	is	introduced	to	ColleWe’s	counsellor	who	has	
studied	Jung	extensively	and	who	aWempts	to	assist	
her	to	make	sense	of	her	dreams	–	dreams	that	are	
ogen	described	in	full	awful	detail.	As	well,	the	
conversa5ons	between	ColleWe	and	her	mother	insert	
good	fabric	into	Chan@ng.	For	example,	one	of	her	
mother’s	points	to	emphasize	that	ColleWe	is	perhaps	

spending	too	much	5me	on	Trent	is	to	remind	her	that	
their	parish	priest	‘got	through	Trent	in	a	week’	in	his	
seminary	studies.		

I	learned	or	was	reminded	of	a	lot	through	my	note-
taking	read	of	this	book,	e.g.,	the	Church’s	ini5al	
response	to	the	prin5ng	press	was	to	ban	books;	the	
biases	and	angles	of	the	writers	who	wrote	up	the	
Council;	the	presiding	pope	at	the	end	of	the	Council	
of	Trent,	Pope	Pius	IV,	declared	that	those	who	
disagreed	with	the	resolu5ons	of	Trent	were	“here5cs	
and	preachers	of	anathema”	(and,	as	McCullagh	has	it,	
this,	the	pope	did	without	reading	a	word	of	the	
wri5ngs	himself);	the	long	arguments	about	the	
difference	between	venera5on	of	saints	and	adora5on	
of	God;	how	Jung	was	the	first	to	call	“image”	
“psyche”;	the	martyrdoms,	including	that	of	Anne	
Askew	(burned	to	death	in	the	Tower	of	London	in	
1546	ager	being	nearly	pulled	apart	on	a	rack	–	all	this	
by	Church	authority;		Boccaccio’s	book,	Famous	
Women	(luckily,	the	reader	will		find	reference	to	the	
humanist	Boccaccio	and	this	book	in	Wikipedia).			

One	outstanding	boon	for	me,	who	relies	on	the	
knowledge	of	others	for	Church	history,	was	the	
finding	about	Trent	regarding	the	posi5on	of	women	
in	the	Catholic	Church.		On	that,	McCullagh	has	given	
one	deservedly	clear	and	total	put-down.	He	has	
ColleWe	say	it	succinctly:	“I	am	pushing	myself	into	a	
man’s	world	like	a	bull	in	a	china	shop.	I	search	for	the	
feminine	and	male	doctrine	holds	me	back.”	Aside	
from	my	struggle	to	determine	at	different	points	if	
ColleWe	is	living	reality	or	dreaming,	I	found	this	book	
certainly	worth	the	read,	one	that	drew	me	to	the	not	
unpleasant	task	of	making	mul5ple	discoveries.		

This review was requested by Jim Noonan who 
published it as Letter 62 on his eLetter Initiative. 
To be part of Jim’s excellent eLetter phenomenon, 
go to njnoonan1@gmail.com.



You’ve heard?

Sept. 11/18 

Philadelphia — 'Time's Up': Catholics gather in Philadelphia to protest clergy sex abuse 

Sponsored by nine Catholic progressive groups, the "Time's Up: Catholics Demand Truth" gathering 
(on Sept. 8) was part of a national series of such events held outside cathedrals across the country, 
including in Seattle, Denver and New York City.
In Philadelphia, the approximately 20 participants included representatives from the Philadelphia 
chapters of Call to Action and Catholic Organizations for Renewal, the Southeastern Pennsylvania 
Women's Ordination Conference, and the father of a sexual abuse victim …."People are ready to be 
organized and to think strategically about how to engage the hierarchy in a way I think they may not 
have been prior to the grand jury report," said Zach Johnson. "We are in a unique moment where 
Catholics are waking up and realizing that they can engage the hierarchy in a different way."
(Sourced from ncronline.org; Sept. 21/18)
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Sept. 18/18 
VATICAN CITY (AP) — Pope Francis decreed on Tuesday that ordinary Catholics should be consulted 
about issues facing the Catholic Church and that bishops gathering for periodic meetings can make 
binding decisions on church teaching.
Francis issued new rules reforming the Synod of Bishops, the consultative body established 50 years 
ago to give popes an organized way of bringing bishops together to debate problems facing the church.
In the past, synods have been talkfests by churchmen who made nonbinding proposals to the pope to 
consider in a future document. The new rules say the bishops’ final document becomes part of his 
official church teaching, or magisterium — but only if the pope approves it….
Vatican officials confirmed that while women can attend synods as nominated experts and take the floor 
to speak, they can’t vote. And the “people of God” can’t watch the proceedings, which are held behind 
closed doors.
(Sourced from https://apnews.com/b4c53e9a8fcb461caf43ffb6f2b02138; Sept. 18/18)

Sept. 21/18  

IRELAND — Pope Francis’ speech was ‘disgraceful and contained extraordinary 
deflection’, victims claim. 

Clerical abuse survivor Colm O’Gorman has described the speech by Pope Francis at Dublin 
Castle as an “incredible missed opportunity.… It is staggering to me that in 2018 we are still 
asking a Pope to take responsibility, not for his own actions necessarily but for the actions of the 
institution ….It’s mind-boggling to me that to ask the Pope to tell the damn truth is a radical thing 
to suggest.” 
(Sourced from https://www.independent.ie/irish-news/pope-francis-in-ireland/pope-francis-
speech-was-disgraceful-and-contained-extraordinary-deflection-victims-claim-37251012.html; 

https://www.facebook.com/CallToActionPhiladelphia
https://www.facebook.com/CORPhiladelphia
http://www.sepawoc.org/
http://www.sepawoc.org/
http://ncronline.org
https://www.facebook.com/CallToActionPhiladelphia
https://www.facebook.com/CORPhiladelphia
http://www.sepawoc.org/
http://www.sepawoc.org/
http://ncronline.org
https://apnews.com/b4c53e9a8fcb461caf43ffb6f2b02138
https://www.independent.ie/irish-news/pope-francis-in-ireland/pope-francis-speech-was-disgraceful-and-contained-extraordinary-deflection-victims-claim-37251012.html
https://www.independent.ie/irish-news/pope-francis-in-ireland/pope-francis-speech-was-disgraceful-and-contained-extraordinary-deflection-victims-claim-37251012.html
https://apnews.com/b4c53e9a8fcb461caf43ffb6f2b02138
https://www.independent.ie/irish-news/pope-francis-in-ireland/pope-francis-speech-was-disgraceful-and-contained-extraordinary-deflection-victims-claim-37251012.html
https://www.independent.ie/irish-news/pope-francis-in-ireland/pope-francis-speech-was-disgraceful-and-contained-extraordinary-deflection-victims-claim-37251012.html


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Join CNWE members at the 
Parliament of the World’s Religions, Toronto 2018 

 
“The Promise of Inclusion, The Power of Love: 

Pursuing Global Understanding, Reconciliation and Change” 
 

CNWE will be presenting two sessions on Monday, November 5, 2018 
 

12:15 - 1:00 Wisdom Raising her Voices: Networking for Justice 
Times are changing. Patriarchal bias, once normative in many Wisdom traditions, is being 
challenged for its negative effects on women’s self-understanding, spiritual participation and 
global flourishing. Come and join a conversation about what ‘breaks our hearts’ and what ‘gives 
us hope’ regarding the dignity of women. Practice models for creative strategizing and 
networking that focus on capacity. As members of the Catholic Network for Women’s Equality, 
Canada (working since 1981 for women’s equality in the Catholic church and in the world) we 
welcome a conversation that celebrates the strength in diversity across Wisdom traditions and 
the unifying work of raising Wisdom’s voices! 
 
2:15 PM - 3:45 PM CNWE Presents "Radical Grace"  
CNWE will facilitate a discussion after the documentary screening, on behalf of the Radical 
Grace documentary film company, Kindling Group.  
 

A week of exciting keynote speakers and breakout sessions! 
Karen Armstrong, Vandana Shiva, the Honourable Rosalie Abella, Maude Barlow,  

Margaret Atwood, Jean Shinoda Bolen, Valerie Kaur and Payam Akhavan and many more!  
Register for a day, for a weekend or for the whole conference!  

 
Discount Code for CNWE Members: 

For one-day and weekend: D3CTY6C7B 
For full week: N8DEPNXFE 

 
https://www.parliamentofreligions.org/parliament/2018-toronto/2018-powr 

 

November 1-7, 2018 
 

The Metro Toronto 
Convention Centre 
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September 10, 2018 
Dear CNWE Members: 
We hope that all of you have enjoyed your summer and are ready to continue on with the two year discernment 
process which will culminate with the 2019 Conference taking place in Toronto from May 31, 2019 to June 2, 
2019. 
On April 30, 2018 we sent you the results of the Stage 1 survey. At that time we asked you to take some time 
over the summer to reflect on the information provided in the survey. We included a reflection guide with 
questions to contemplate that included enough space for you to jot some notes down to assist you in preparation 
for the remaining three stages of this process. 
If local groups have not already done so, we request that each local group designate time to have a collective 
sharing and discussion of the personal reflections of the members. For those of you who are not in local groups, 
we would still like to hear from you. We ask that the essence of the conversation or thoughts you are having be 
recorded and emailed to the NWG. Please send this to Kathy Cameron at kbderinger@hotmail.com. The 
responses will be collated and brought forward to be part of the work of the 2019 Conference  

The following people have volunteered to facilitate the group discussions: 
• Toronto Local Group: Mary Ellen Chown  

• Algoma Local Group: Katherine Adolph and Jackie Frolick 

• CNWE West: Felix Kryzanowski and Katherine Cameron  

We need one more facilitator in Toronto and we still need facilitators for Ottawa and CNWE East. We would ask 
that some individuals offer to do this and notify Kathy Cameron at kbderinger@hotmail.com if you are able to 
volunteer.  
The responsibilities of the facilitator are as follows: 

• Call the members of the Local Group together at designated dates and times for the meetings described 
above in 1 & 2 

• Appoint a recorder for each meeting 

• Engage the members in a facilitated discussion following the model presented on the DVD with the 
accompanying Facilitator Guide. This DVD and facilitator guide will be sent to the facilitators at the 
end of September. 

• Be responsible to email the fruit of the discussions to the NWG to Kathy 
Cameron at kbderinger@hotmail.com ; deadline dates will be advised.  

• Consider with the NWG how best to engage members in the process who are not part of a Local Group. 

Thank you. 

CNWE National Work Group:  
          Denise Wiggins, Kathy Cameron, Felix Kryzanowski, Jeanie McKibbon, Janet Speth  

Important Message from NWG:

mailto:kbderinger@hotmail.com%22%20%5Ct%20%22_blank
mailto:kbderinger@hotmail.com%22%20%5Ct%20%22_blank
mailto:kbderinger@hotmail.com%22%20%5Ct%20%22_blank
mailto:kbderinger@hotmail.com%22%20%5Ct%20%22_blank
mailto:kbderinger@hotmail.com%22%20%5Ct%20%22_blank
mailto:kbderinger@hotmail.com%22%20%5Ct%20%22_blank
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CNWE’S	VISION	

Justice and equality for all persons 
manifested in word and action in the 
Catholic church and throughout the 
world. 

              CNWE’S MISSION 

As a Canadian organization, we 
connect, support and represent people 
who seek justice for all the baptized 
within the Catholic church, for women 
throughout the world and for all of 
creation. 

CNWE’S CORE VALUES 

 Inclusivity 

Creativity 

  Celebration 

  Compassion 

   Solidarity 

   Collaboration 

   Dialogue 

For information about CNWE: 

Go to: www.cnwe.ca 

Visit us and ‘like’ us on Facebook: 

Catholic Network for Women’s 
Equality - Canada 

Youtube: https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=JeFIJpA7axo 
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I now give thanks for 
every painful step along 
the way. I see how the 
intensity of my 
experience has served to 
fuel my conviction that 
things must change.  … 
What words can defend a 
systemic discrimination 
propped up by an 
unorthodox theology that 
teaches in the source and 
summit of our faith, 
women are not icons of 
Christ? 

Therese Koturbash 

http://www.womenpriests.org/kotur/story.asp 

(Sourced: Sept. 19/18)

http://www.womenpriests.org/kotur/story.asp
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JeFIJpA7axo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JeFIJpA7axo
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http://www.cnwe.ca
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JeFIJpA7axo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JeFIJpA7axo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JeFIJpA7axo
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for:  

CNWE’s CONFERENCE 2019 

in 

 Toronto  

from May 31 to June 2 

A Friendly Reminder:   

Renew your CNWE membership 

or 

Join us — today!


